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How to manage Earth System Data?
What to optimize? Write throughput on generation? Avoid transformation?
Data Representations

Different views to the same data. Suboptimal serialization on storage.

Formats

- **Raw**: Binary, optimized for transmission
- **Pre/Post**: Optimized for fast reading or locality
- **Out**: Optimized for fast writing

Post-Processing

- Single Value: Temperature Anomaly
  - Some average
- Images/Movies
  - CSV/Plots (x=time, y=CO2)

Domain Decomposition

Layout on Storage
Middleware for Earth System Data
Adaptively choose backends. Discriminate by data, metadata and access type.
Summary, Status and Outlook

- Architectures likely to become more heterogeneous
- Systems prohibitively complex for manual optimization

Status

- Reports and design documents publicly available: http://esiwace.eu (WP4, Deliverables 4.1 and 4.2)
- Prototype to demonstrate viability of adaptive tier selection

Outlook

- Open development of middleware, licensed under LGPL: http://github.com/ESiWACE
- Backends being developed for Object Storage and MongoDB
- NVM backends as hardware becomes more widely available
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